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Refer to the centre pages for a full listing of inclusions, optional extras and prices.

For the ultimate in luxury off road travel, Aussie Swag Campers has two top of the line models, the Rover LX and the Ultra MaX. 
Both models have the same tent and body structure with independent trailing arm suspension for worry free travel over the roughest 
roads. They are the result of 33 years manufacturing experience and extensive use in remote and arduous conditions. 

Both models come with automatic press button opening and closing.

Ultra MaX
For fully self supported off-road travel the Ultra has it all - hot water system, internal heating, solar panel, fridge/freezer and much 
more. Built to handle anything your vehicle can without compromising on the comforts and little luxuries of a top of the line camper 
trailer, the Ultra is superbly designed, engineered and manufactured. If you want to simply hitch up and go, either for a weekend 
getaway or an across Australia trek, the Ultra is the ultimate in luxury, all terrain travel. 

Standard features include:

• An inbuilt hot water system for hot showers and hot water in the kitchen - Diesel hot water/space heater - Webasto Thermo Top 
E dual water and air heater for inside the camper

• External water source fitting for hot water system which either bypasses the tank for showering from creek water or fills the tank 
when the water source is drinkable

• Shower room made from quick drying, soap safe material with air vents and windows
• Slide out Waeco CFX95 fridge/freezer
• 150w solar panel
• 60-amp AC charger
• 1600w pure sine wave inverter hard wired to the 240v outlets which converts 12 volt power to 240 volt allowing the use of 

laptops, charging of cameras and phones etc. away from 240v power
• A 200 a/h Lead Crystal battery for a massive usable power storage of 180 amp hours. Unlike cheaper brands, these superior 

batteries can handle the total charge output of the 60-amp charger making for a drastically shorter charge time
• A large 280L slide-out, under bed storage drawer which can be accessed fully through the tailgate when the camper is closed

Rover LX
The Rover LX is structually identical to the Ultra MaX but has less inclusions. It is for people who want to install their own equipment 
such as a fridge or who do not want all the features of an Ultra MaX. Rest assured, with a Rover LX you are still getting the best.

Please note, you are not confined to the specifications we have decided on. Our customers can, and do, pick and choose the 
equipment that best suits their requirements.

 
Models



Ultra MaX standard set up is shown below.

 



Aussie Swag Campers’ durable and easy cleaning, stainless steel kitchen makes cooking in the outdoors easy and enjoyable. The ‘L’ 
shaped design means everything needed is within arm’s reach, and because it is outside, the cook is where all the action is. It is also 
easily accessible on the road for meals where and when you want them.

Aussie Swag’s kitchen slides out and swings around, locking against the side of the trailer out of the weather and freeing up space 
under the awning. The swing around concept was invented by Aussie Swag in the mid 90’s, and since then has been continually 
refined until we have the master piece that it is today. We encourage people to try it for themselves, slide the kitchen and pantry in 
and out, inspect the workmanship and fittings, and imagine yourself using it. The precision, practicality and quality is twenty years in 
the making.

The kitchen has a large sink with electric water pump and flick mixer (with hot water in the Ultra), preparation benches and a three 
burner flame failure stove. Two gas bottles ensure you will never be out of gas, and for added ease of use, the gas supply is accessed 
easily by a bayonet fitting within arm’s reach of the kitchen. 

The 136 litre slide out dual pantries beside the kitchen remains free from dust and insects and holds goods securely, preventing 
damage on rough roads. The pantries can be opened fully without interfering with other areas of the kitchen. 

The compartments under the sink and stove provide storage for pots, cutlery and other utensils. A glass splash back sits behind the 
sink and stove to protect the canvas and there is a LED light above the sink and stove. 

As it stands, the swing around kitchen is out of the weather, but to further weather proof it without requiring any extra poles or 
ropes, zip on an end wall and attach the infill above the fridge. With this set up the fridge, pantry and cooking area are all fully 
protected.

The swing around kitchen frees up space uner the 7m long awning, so there is plenty of space for the family to move around to 
access the fridge and pantry while the master chef is hard at work. An added benefit of the swing around kitchen is that the awning 
can be narrower (2.1m) while still providing weather protection, so no lateral spreader bars are required to set it up. Water will not 
pool even though only five poles are required to set up the awning.

 
Kitchen



A large, three compartment fibre glass box is fitted to the draw bar in front of the kitchen. It is made from 29mm thick fibre glass 
with foam core and provides superior insulation for the fridge while being strong and long lasting. In the Ultra, the kitchen side of the 
box carries an Waeco CFX95 fridge/freezer that slides out beside the pantry for easy, under cover access. The slide out fridge/freezer 
compartment is vented with filter foam for dusty conditions. A large bench with tea towel rack swings over from the fridge and has an 
inbuilt support for roadside stops or removeable legs for longer stays. When there is no fridge fitted, this area is used for extra storage. 

The second compartment on the other side can house a BBQ, generator, tools, chemical toilet and sundries. A solar panel is carried on 
top of the fridge/storage box, allowing the camper to receive charge whenever it is outside.

 



Aussie Swag Campers prides itself on making unbreakable 
camper trailers. The backbone of any trailer is the undercarriage 
- the chassis, draw bar and suspension. Outback conditions 
will destroy equipment not made to withstand the rigours of 
unrelenting corrugations and bull dust filled potholes. Aussie 
Swag Campers’ chassis making team have seen it all. We 
encourage you to have a good look under our trailers to see 
what makes a camper built to take you anywhere you want to 
go and back again. Longevity is assured by hot dip galvanising 
the entire undercarriage, including the trailing arms and the 
supporting frames for walls, bed base and floor.

The chassis is hot dipped galvanised 100 x 50 x 5mm RHS. 
Its trouble free design and construction have been perfected 
during the last 33 years of our campers being towed through the 
roughest conditions in Australia. The chassis and draw bar are 
engineer certified to meet ADR 62.

The drawbar is constructed from 175 x 75 x 3mm hot dipped 
galvanized steel RHS. It is set up with the following features:
• A large, three compartment storage/fridge box made from 

fibre glass composite that is the same width as the trailer 
body (1.85m). Two jerry can holders, two gas bottles and a 
storage box are mounted in the front compartment of this 
box.

• DO-35 couplings with attachment for towing vehicle. These 
off-road couplings articulate in all directions, are easy to 
attach and give a smooth feel when towing.

• Large, solid rubber, swing up jockey wheel.
• Mechanical hand brake.
• Charge wire with Anderson plug to enable charging of the 

battery pack when travelling.

The 12” brakes were developed especially for Australian off 
road travel. They are an efficient high performance unit and 
recommended for safe towing. A suitable brake control unit 
(pendulum style) must be installed in the tow vehicle. 

Standard hubs are 6 stud, fitted with new, all terrain 265 x 70 
R17 tyres. Other tyre sizes and stud patterns are available and 
can generally be matched to the tow vehicle. 

 
The Trailer



Suspension The trailers have CRUISEMASTER® XT COIL 
independent trailing arm suspension with gas/foam shock 
absorbers, which gives smooth, stable travel over rough, 
corrugated roads and tracks. The suspension has proven to last 
many years use in the roughest conditions. The suspension and 
bearings are rated to 2000 kgs, giving the Ultra a huge pay 
load of 550 kgs. CRUISEMASTER® XT AIR (air suspension) is 
available for extra cost.

The spare wheel with winch is carried in a galvanised cradle 
under the trailer. The winch handle is carried the offside storage 
box.

The massive 195 litre water tank is made from food grade, 
extra strong 9mm thick polyethylene. This eliminates the need 
for a steel stone guard, saving weight. It is filled through a 
lockable filler on the outside of the trailer. There is an electric 
water pump for the kitchen sink and a water level gauge so you 
should never knowingly run out of water. 

Adjustable cams, factory setting is slightly toe in

 



The electronics are the heart of a camper trailer designed to be independent of mains power, and should not be overlooked when in 
the pursuit of freedom from caravan parks. They are also a main reason our campers cost so much, as money must be spent to have a 
quality system. Although the technical nature of electronics can be confusing, fundamentally it is all about keeping the fridge cold and 
the showers hot. Aussie Swag Campers has put together a system of quality components that is easy as possible to operate. 

Standard inclusions on the Ultra MaX are:
• 2 x 240 volt power points and safety switches inside the camper hard wired to the 1600w inverter
• 1 x 240 volt power outlet on the exterior of the camper hard wired to the 1600w inverter
• 1 x 12 volt socket and 3 x dual USB sockets wired to the trailer’s battery inside the camper
• 2 x 12 volt sockets and 1 x USB socket on the exterior
• 2 x LED reading lights with master switch and over head LED strip light. LED light in kitchen 
• 1 x sealed Lead Crystal AGM 200 amp hour deep cycle battery (180amp usable)
• ePro combined 60 amp 240 volt automatic battery charger and 1600w inverter
• Ctek D250S DC-DC multi stage charger regulating current from solar panel and/or tow vehicle’s alternator to the trailer’s 

batteries
• Battery Monitor measuring battery voltage, current and state of charge 

The 1600w inverter on the Ultra MaX allows 240 volt appliances such as laptop computers, media players, TV and mobile phone battery 
chargers and coffee machines to be operated via the trailer battery pack. (We do not install modified sine wave inverters which cost 
a lot less but are not recommended for many appliances). The inverter is hard wired to the 240v outlets and automatically switches 
between mains and battery power.

The 150 watt solar panel (standard on the Ultra) can charge the battery pack when 240 volt power is unavailable. The Ctek D250S DC-
DC MPPT charger ensures the batteries are not overcharged. The panel is stored on the fridge box and charges in its mounted position, 
but when camped is better put out in the sun (most people camp in any available shade) using a 15m extension cord and security cable. 
The panel stands up using two twist lock anodized aluminium tent pole legs and can charge up to 10 amps an hour in ideal conditions. 
On a clear winter’s day a more realistic charge rate would be 7 amps an hour. Running the Waeco CFX95 fridge/freezer, lights and water 
pump can use roughly 60 amps a day (this figure varies widely depending on usage and conditions), so a panel facing the sun for 7 
hours a day almost has this covered. 

On average the 200 amp hour battery pack (180 usable amp hours) is enough for three to four days camping without recharge. 
However, in situations where there has been several days of bad or even cloudy weather or in shady campsites, the solar panel will 
not supply enough power to recharge the batteries and a generator becomes the quickest and most efficient means of recharging. As 
such, Aussie Swag fits as standard a 60 amp 240v charger and high quality, low resitance batteries to allow the fastest recharge times 
possible.

 
Electrics



A problem that travellers often have is the unsatisfactory operation of refrigeration without the availability of mains power, particularly 
in hot, dusty conditions. The most common complaints are of flat batteries and fridges not keeping cold in hot weather. In 1987 Aussie 
Swag Campers was the first to successfully operate refrigeration in camping trailers, and since then has used advances in technology 
to provide the best system available. Travellers can be assured that refrigerators will operate successfully without the need to run a 
generator day and night. 

12v compressor fridges, such as the Waeco CFX95 standard on the Ultra, are the most versatile for outback camping. They can be 
operated as both fridge and freezer at the same time, have a relatively low current draw, can run at 50°C below ambient temperature 
and are tough enough to withstand the rigours of outback travel. However, they do require a comprehensive electronic backup to 
operate trouble free, and because refrigeration is essential to enjoyable camping, Aussie Swag has put together a system that will not 
let you down.

Battery Monitor measures the battery voltage, current, and state of charge to keep 
users informed.

Why spend extra on quality batteries and charging system? The Alpha Energy Lead Crystal 200Ah battery has an unlimited 
recharge capacity. Charged by the ePRO 60 amp charger, the battery pack accepts 60 amps per hour until it is 90% full and then 
progressively cuts down. A generator need only be run for one hour to get 60 amps charge. A 25 amp charger has to be run for 2 hours 
20 minutes to deliver the same charge. The same with cheaper batteries without unlimted recharge capacity, The Ctek DC-DC charger 
provides the same staged charging while driving or through solar, but at a lesser rate of 20 amps per hour maximum.

ePRO Inverter Charger charges at 
60 amps an hour on 240v power. 
1600w inverter hardwired to 
240v outlets.

Ctek’s D250S Dual automatically selects the best DC source (either the tow vehicle’s 
alternator or solar panel) and charges at up to 20 amps an hour.

Kyocera 150w panel charges at 
up to 10 amps an hour.

“The onboard electrics on the Ultra D are second to none.Offering a staggering 315Ah of battery capacity as standard, every component is 
state of the art.”   

Camper Trailer Australia magazine

 
Refrigeration

Lead Crystal® batteries can be discharged down 
to 0 volts and recovered daily without loss of 
capacity while retaining the ability to recharge 
twice as fast as traditional Lead Acid variants. 
At -40°C the LC battery can provide up to 50% 
of the original rated capacity and at +40°C will 
achieve seven years service life



* All prices include GST and are current to 2017. Manufacturer reserves the right to change prices, components and specifications.

 
Prices

Column1 Ultra MaX Rover LX
Body 63,000$          53,600$        
Remote controlled opening/closing using Linak worm drive  

Independent trailing arm suspension Vehicle Components Cruisemaster XT  Coil  2000kg  

Vehicle Components  coil springs and Vehicle Components Shockmaster HD  shock absorbers  
Stainless steel slide out, swing around SMEV 3 burner stove and sink with glass splashbacks, cutlery drawer and 
pot storage  

Dual Slide out pantry - 126L storage in total  

Electric water pump, flick mixer, outside kitchen LED light    

195 litre 9mm thick, polyethylene water tank with water level gauge and lockable filler  
Large fibreglass composite 3 compartment, lockable storage box (fridge box, gas/jerry can box with additional 
storage, offside 755L storage compartment).  

Slide out Waeco CFX95  fridge/freezer in lockable,  insulated storage box vented with fan  1300
Stainless steel flip over fridge bench with legs  

Rhino coated stone guard for chip resistance with mud flaps  
Double gas bottle holders with 2 x 4 kg gas bottles, double jerry can holder (housed in lockable front storage 
box).  

12” electric off road brakes and mechanical hand brake  

265/70 R17 All Terrain tyres (3) on 6 stud black alloy rims  

Spare wheel under trailer with mechanical winch  

Large, solid, swing up jockey wheel  

Hitchmaster DO35v2  coupling with pin (car attachment)  

LED Stop/Tail, Indicator lights        

Premium Queen sized innerspring mattress (2030mm long x 1520mm wide x 150mm thick)  

Slide out storage drawer (280L) under bed (also accessible through tailgate when camper closed)  900
Electrics Ultra MaX Rover LX
Lead Crystal 200 a/h battery (180 a/h usable)  
 ePRO  60 amp 240 volt smart charger battery charger and 1600w inverter hard wired to internal and external 
240v outlets  

Ctek D250S  DC-DC multi  stage charger with solar charge and alternator charge wiring  

Battery monitor - Victron BMV 700s multi function  

12v power sockets (4) dual USB socket (4)  

LED lighting inside compartments (2), LED lighting in kitchen area (2)  

12v LED reading lights (2) and overhead LED strip light  

240v power sockets (3) with earth leakage and circuit breaker (2)  

Removable 150w Kyocera  solar panel with fold down legs mounted on fridge box, 15m extension lead  1500
Water and Space Heating Ultra MaX Rover LX
Webasto Diesel Thermo Top E  water heater with external water source  5000
Internal air heater running off hot water system 

Tent Ultra MaX Rover LX
Highest quality, heavy duty, Australian canvas tent  

Large 7m long,  2.1m wide annex roof  

7m long annex matting for under awning kitchen area

Tropical roof – second removable roof with unique air flow roof vent  

Ten aluminium anodized twist lock poles  

Quality ropes with springs and Supa-pegs  

Shower room with air vents, windows and floor  700
Queensland registration or up to 7 day pass to home State  



▲ Vista wall

▼ Awning can stay on when closing the camper

▲ Ultra Standard Annex 
7m x 2.1m awning, annex matting. Poles, ropes and pegs to suit. Ultra 
also has shower room with floor as standard. ▼

 
Options

▼ Annex Pack No. 2
Full Annex - three screen walls with doorway, three canvas covers, draught 
flap, fill in wall above kitchen pantry and six metres of annex matting. 
Poles, ropes, pegs to suit. 

The Shower Room has inbuilt 
shampoo and accessory 
holders. The flick mixer is within 
easy reach for adjustmsnts 
to counter fluctuating 
water temperatures while 
showering. The shower room 
also has a second nylon wall 
to protect the canvas from 
soap and shampoo which will 
destroy the water proofing. 

Annex Packs Column1

Upgrade annex roof to Annex Pack 1 $1,300

Upgrade annex roof to Annex Pack 2 $2,500

Second Bedroom (Kid's Room) positioned next to the shower room $1,800

Options
Vista Wall $950

Second water tank 60L $950

Swing over boat loader (80kg max.) $2,400

Outboard motor bracket $320

Slide out generator mount $280

Rear swing away for spare wheel $1,950

Bike rack for rear swing away $250

Chemical toilet  and canvas cover $250



An external water source fitted to the hot water system allows the trailer’s 195 litre water tank to be saved for kitchen use and drinking. 
Shower water can be sourced from creeks or bores which is convenient in areas where drinking water is scarce. 

An added benefit of pumping water directly from an external source is that you can easily monitor water usage. This feature is especially 
useful with children as it is easy to go through 20L in one shower without realizing it. 

The external water source line can also be used to fill the water tank by simply switching a valve from supply to fill. Please see Aussie 
Swag’s You Tube channel for videos of the heater in action.

The shower room is made of a quick drying, high quality nylon that can be packed away wet. It has air vents, two large closing windows 
and hangers for towels and shampoo. It is big enough to change in or for parent and child to shower together.

The Ultra MaX uses the Webasto Thermo Top E diesel heater for hot water and air. A diesel powered furnace heats glycol that in turn 
passes through a heat exchanger to heat the water. It takes less than 10 minutes for the boiler to reach a temperature suitable for 
showering, providing continuous hot water from then on. Water temperature is adjusted by a flick mixer within easy reach of the shower 
controls.

The Thermo Top E model has a fuel consumption of 0.29 – 0.47 L/hr (partial load – full load) with a power consumption of 22-26W 
(partial load – full load). A 12 litre fuel tank plumbed to the heater is installed on the drawer bar. 

The heating unit is housed in an insulated steel box mounted on the draw bar. Insulation is vital, as the furnace is initially fired up 
by a glow plug that uses 7 amps of battery power per heating cycle. The better glycol temperature is maintained, the less often the 
furnace has to cycle, preserving precious 12v battery power. The Ultra MaX has a massive 200Ah (180Ah usable) battery pack to easily 
accommodate the extra 12v use.

The Thermo Top E also incorporates a ducted air heater which is standard on the Ultra MaX. Heat generated by the boiler is blown into 
the camper trailer by a fan. Again to prevent heat loss, all piping is covered in insulated lagging. The air heater is controlled separately 
by a variable fan ON/OFF switch.

 
Water and Space Heating

 
Storage



In the kitchen there is a large, slide out, 115L dual pantry and 
an under sink storage area to keep all your kitchen items. 

Aussie Swag campers have ample storage. The Ultra has a huge 260L, slide out, under bed storage drawer which is also accessible 
through the rear tailgate when the camper is closed. The end of the slide out draw can be reached from the outside, making it fully 
usable. The offside storage compartment has double doors and can store a massive 650L. The lid in front of the under bed drawer lifts 
up to reveal are large bin for gear required on the road. On top of the lid can be used for chairs and inside the step for light items of 
bedding. A bifold 3m table table fits under the slide out drawer and is easily accessible. Total storage is 2440L.

 
Storage



Aussie Swag Campers uses top quality, Australian made, Dynaproofed canvas which has been developed to handle diverse Australian 
conditions. The canvas is a water and mould proofed, heavy duty, cotton/polyester with a two year manufacturer’s warranty. All 
models are fitted with a tropical roof (a second, replaceable roof) which forms a breeze way between the inner and outer roof layers 
to keep the camper cool and minimise condensation.

A large 2.1m x 7m annex roof zips on to cover the kitchen to provide excellent weather protection. After opening the camper up, only 
five poles are needed to get full cover. You can be set up and relaxing in minutes. Pack up time is also quick, for an early getaway the 
next morning. 

A window flap over the draw bar zips 
to the main awning. This forms a 
shade cover for the fridge/storage 
box. There are two screened side 
door ways and three large, zippered 
windows around the bed area with 
inside flaps for privacy and weather 
control. The large windows and door 
ways allow the tent to be opened 
up for plenty of airflow in warmer 
conditions. All windows and doorways 
have solid canvas window flaps and 
doors which allow the camper to 
be fully closed in during cold, wet 
or windy conditions. All doors and 
window flaps also have double slides 
with tried and tested YKK zips. The 
tent has a zippered screened back 
doorway to which a rear bed room 
can be attached.

The large awning can also stay 
zipped on when the trailer is 
packed, if it is flipped over onto 
the main tent before closing up. 
Practicality is a priority in an 
Aussie Swag’s design as there is 
no use in having all the bells and 
whistles if the camper is not quick 
to set up and easy to use.

Vista Wall from inside the annex ▼

 
The Tent



In 2000 Aussie Swag was the first hard floor camper to use 
a Tropical Roof. Dome shape eliminates condensation on the 
inside of the tent, even along the edges, while allowing air 
flow across the roof of the tent for cooling.
 
Aussie Swag Campers has developed an airflow roof vent in 
the centre of the inner roof that uses convection to maximise 
air flow inside the camper in warmer weather. The vent 
can be closed off in colder conditions or left open to reduce 
internal condensation.  

▼ The floor is 2.7m long and 1.75m 
wide allowing for ample room to 
put two bunks side by side without 
impeding access in and out of the 
camper and to the shower room. In 
inclement weather or during insect 
invasions, the table and chairs can 
be moved inside for comfortable 
dining.

Aussie Swag Campers has a number of annex pack options 
available. (Refer to the price list for details of the packs.) 
Screen walls with covers can be zipped to the awning roof 
to form a fully enclosed annex. The canvas covers can be 
removed, rolled up or pegged out at an angle to improve air 
circulation.

▲The roof vent allows hot air out by 
convection.
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“The Fernance family has been the owner/operator of Aussie Swag 
Campers since 1985. Their campers are still hand built top to bottom 
to the highest standards in their Brisbane factory and are designed 
based on principles learnt through 33 years of manufacture, use, 

abuse  and travel around this captivating country.”

 



NOTES 
 



TESTING – CAPE YORK 2016 
 



Our many years of experience teamed with innovative design, quality workmanship and the use of parts and 
materials from only reputable suppliers, results in a first class product. Aussie Swag Campers are used in 
outback and isolated areas, so we ensure that every aspect of design and construction provides trouble free 
service in all conditions. Aussie Swag Campers build to the highest standards, maintaining our reputation for 
exceptional finish and quality and guaranteeing our position at the very top of the flip-over camper trailer market.

Visit our showroom and factory located at:

QLD Address
Corner of Moonbi and Deakin Streets, 
Brendale (Brisbane) Qld 4500
Postal address: 
PO Box 5529, Brendale, Qld 4500
 
NSW Address
68A Keen St
Lismore 2480
Lacara Pty Ltd Trading as Aussie Swag 
Campers
Licence Number: 
MD 16592

Purchasing direct from the manufacturer, a family operated business with many years of experience, ensures 
that you get better value and that you will be given the correct advice the first time and every time. As a 
customer of Aussie Swag Campers, you will get prompt service and absolute customer satisfaction.  

Tel:  (07) 3881-1903
Fax: (07) 3881-1730

ausinfo@aussieswag.com.au
www.aussieswag.com.au


